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Abstra t:

The paper explores how time-dependent numeri al te hniques, large eddy simulation

and Partially-Averaged Navier-Stokes, perform in predi ting ow
Predi tions of both passive and a tive ow
with

ontrol of generi

ground vehi les.

ontrol appli ations are explored. Passive ow

ontrol
o

ylindri al vortex generators was simulated for an Ahmed body with a slanted surfa e of

at the rear end.

A tive ow

ontrol with periodi

of a D-shaped body. Both the LES and the PANS were su
ee t.

25

blowing and su tion was applied at the end
essful in predi ting the ow

ontrol

The LES predi tion of the ows around the Ahmed body was in better agreement with

experimental observations than PANS. The PANS predi tion of the a tive ow

ontrol of the D-

shaped body was in good agreement with the LES predi tion and the experimental observations.
Furthermore, the PANS of the a tive ow

ontrol produ ed good results on a relatively

omputational grid, showing the potential of the te hnique for ow

oarse

ontrol of higher Reynolds

number ows.
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Flow
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1 Introdu tion
The main
vehi les
whi h

ontributor to the aerodynami

drag of ground vehi les is the low pressure on the rear end of

aused by the wake region. The wake behind vehi les

an be inuen ed by means of ow

ontrol

an be either passive using some add-on devi es or a tive means su h as blowing or su tion. There are

two main ow phenomena that should be inuen ed in order to

hange the wake and in rease the pressure

on the rear of the vehi le: the position of the separation and the shear layer instability. The separation of
the boundary layer at the rear of the vehi le o
or sudden large

urs either as a result of the geometry (sharp edge separation

hange in the geometry at the rear end of the vehi le) or an adverse pressure gradient, whi h

tends to de rease the motion of the boundary layer. One way of inuen ing the boundary layer separation is
to produ e streamwise vorti es by for example vortex generators. The fun tion of these longitudinal vorti es
is to sweep the high-energy air from the invis id portion of the ow eld or higher portion of the boundary
layer to the inner parts of the boundary layer. As energy is added from the high-energy air to the retarded
air inside the boundary layer, the separation is delayed, leading to an in reased base pressure and lower drag
of the train.

The se ond ow phenomenon of interest is that, when the boundary layers on the surfa es

of the vehi le separate at the rear end of the body, shear layers are formed that en lose the wake ow.
These shear layers very qui kly be ome unstable and start to intera t with ea h other, resulting in vortex
shedding.

The shear layers are

hara terized by large energy dissipation that leads to a de rease in the

pressure on the rear end surfa e. Intera tion of the shear layers will in the time-averaged ow form a rather
short separation bubble, produ ing low pressure on the rear end surfa e and thus high pressure drag. One
way of inuen ing this pro ess is to use periodi

blowing and su tion to delay the ow instabilities in the

shear layers and thereby the shear layer intera tion, and thus to make the mean separation bubble longer.
This will redistribute the low pressure in the near wake and thus in rease the rear end pressure and de rease
the drag. Both of the ow strategies des ribed above will be
do umented in the literature are

onsidered in the present work. Two ow

ases

hosen for the purpose of the present numeri al study. The passive ow

ontrol is the one des ribed in the experimental work by Pujals et al. [1℄ where the large- oherent streaks
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Figure 1: a) Shape of the Ahmed bodyy b) Zoom of the rear of the geometry.
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Figure 2: Ahmed body seen from behind.

are for ed on the roof of an Ahmed body model.

The a tive ow

ontrol study of a D-shaped body was

des ribed in the experimental work by Pastor et al. [2℄ and LES by Krajnovi¢ and Fernandes [3℄.
The paper presents numeri al predi tions of two ow- ontrol pro esses for redu tion of the aerodynami
drag of vehi le-like blu bodies. Passive ow

ontrol by means of large-s ale streamwise streaks is

in the rst part of the paper. An a tive ow

ontrol pro ess using periodi

onsidered

blowing and su tion is studied in

the se ond part of the paper. Two time-dependent numeri al te hniques, large eddy simulation (LES) and
Partially-Averaged Navier-Stokes (PANS), are used for the predi tions, and the dieren es in the predi tions
are studied. Both ow

ases are presented in se tion 2 and the numeri al methods are des ribed in se tion

3. Se tion 4 presents the results. Con lusions are given in se tion 5.

2 Des ription of the ow ases
2.1 Ahmed body with ylindri al roughness elements
The passive ow

ontrol

ase studied in the present work is that of the generi

body whi h has previously been studied in both experimental (e.g.

ar model

numeri al work (Krajnovi¢ and Davidson [6, 7℄). The geometry of the body and the
are given in Fig. 1. All the geometri

alled the Ahmed

Ahmed [4℄, Lienhart et al.

[5℄) and

omputational domain

quantities are normalized with the body height,

H,

equal to

0.288

quantities are L/H = 3.625, l/H = 0.697 and the width W/H = 1.35. The
o
angle of the rear slanted surfa e was 25 and the free-stream velo ity was 20 m/s, resulting in the Reynolds
6
number based on the model length L of ReL = 1.35×10 . The geometry of the model is shown in Figs. 1 and
m. The values of the geometri

2. In a previous experimental study, Pujals et al. [1℄ used
3 to for e the large-s ale streaks. They studied several
the

ylinders,

k,

their diameter,

slanted surfa e of the body,

the spanwise spa ing,

λz ,

ylinders

hanging the height of

and the distan e from the roughness to the rear

The experimental study by Pujals et al. [1℄ showed that the

onguration

λz = 24mm, d = 6mm, k = 12mm and xo = 120mm resulted in a
tion of approximately 10% . That onguration of the ylindri al roughness was hosen

of the roughness with 16
maximum drag redu

xo .

d,

ylindri al roughness elements presented in Fig.

ongurations of the

ylinders and

in the present study.

2.2 D-shaped body with a tive ow ontrol
A sket h of the blu body

onguration is given in Fig. 4, whi h

onforms with the experimental set-up

[2, 8℄. The body has the side shape of an Ahmed body with no slanted surfa e at the rear end. It extends
from the one to the other lateral wall, for ing the uid ows above and below it. It has a
a

the body has a

ross se tion with

L = 262mm, a height of H = 72mm and a spanwise width of W = 550mm. The front of
radius of 25mm. Two trip tapes with a height of 0.8mm and length of 5mm were pla ed on

hord length of

2

D

k

λz
Figure 3: The relevant parameters of the

Figure 4:

ylindri al roughness elements.

The geometry of the simplied vehi le model:

quasi-2D Ahmed body, relevant notations and

oordinate system, taken from [2℄.

the upper and the lower fa es of the body

30mm

downstream of the front. Based on the inlet velo ity and
ReH = 2.0 × 104 .

the height of the model, the Reynolds number of the ow is

3 Numeri al methods and turbulen e modelling
3.1 Partially-Averaged Navier-Stokes
Two of the most developed bridging methods are the Partially Integrated Transport Model (PITM) ([9℄) and
Partially-Averaged NAvier-Stokes (PANS) [10, 11℄. The

losure models forms in the two methods are similar

but there are some dieren es. Partially-Averaged Navier-Stokes (PANS) is a method re ently proposed by
[10℄ as a bridging te hnique between RANS and DNS. The swit h in PANS is
ratios of unresolved to total kineti

ontinuous and based on the

energy and dissipation.

The PANS equations ([11℄) read:

∂Ui
∂Ui
∂τ (Vi , Vj )
1 ∂p
∂ 2 Ui
+
=−
+ν
+ Uj
∂t
∂xj
∂xj
ρ ∂xi
∂xj ∂xj
Here a turbulent velo ity Vi eld is de omposed into two parts by an arbitrary lter
τ (Vi , Vj ) = −2νu Sij + 2/3ku δij where ku and εu are the unresolved trubulent kineti

as

Vi = Ui + ui .

energy, and the

dissipation and the eddy vis osity of unresolved s ales is given by [10℄ as

νu = Cµ

ku2
εu

The resolved stress tensor is given by

Sij =
The model equations for the unresolved kineti

1
2



∂Ui
∂Uj
+
∂xj
∂xi

energy

3

ku



and the unresolved dissipation

εu

are required to

lose the system of equation given previously. These equations as derived by Girimaji [11℄ are:




νu ∂ku
ν+
σku ∂xj

∂ku
∂
∂ku
= Pu − εu +
+ Uj
∂t
∂xj
∂xj

2
εu
∂εu
∂εu
∂
∗ εu
= Cε1 Pu
− Cε2
+
+ Uj
∂t
∂xj
ku
ku
∂xj
Here,

Pu

and

εu

are the produ tion and the dissipation rate of unresolved turbulent kineti

Pu = −τ (Vi , Vk )
The model




νu ∂εu
ν+
σεu ∂xj

(1)
energy

∂Ui
∂xk

oe ients are

fk
f2
f2
(Cε2 − Cε1 ); σku = σk k ; σεu = σε k
fε
fε
fε

∗
Cε2
= Cε1 +

where the unresolved to total ratio of kineti

energy and dissipation are written, respe tively, as

εu
ku
; fε =
k
ε

fk =
The

onstant in the model depend on the

ratio

fk

hosen turbulen e model. The unresolved-to-total-kineti -energy

in the original PANS model was pres ribed as a

Abdol-Hamid [12℄, Basara [13℄ later modied the

fk

onstant.

Following proposal of Girimaji and

to be ome a variable parameter that depends upon the

grid spa ing as follows

1
fk ≥ √
cµ
k

in Eq. 2 is

omputed as

k = kr + ku

∆
Λ

2/3

; Λ=

k 3/2
ε

(2)

and

kr =
hUi it



1 ∂(Ui − hUi it )
2
∂xi

(3)

is the averaged velo ity.

ζ −f
ζ − f model uses the four equation k − ε − ζ − f turbulen e
2
model proposed by Hanjali¢ et al. [15℄. The k − ε − ζ − f model is derived from the v̄ − f model [16℄ with
2
a dieren e that a transport equation for wall normal velo ity s ale ζ (= v̄ /k , where k is turbulent kineti
2
energy) is used rather than the velo ity s ale v̄ . In this turbulen e model, the k − ε model is extended
with an additional transport equation for the velo ity s ale ratio ζ and an equation for the ellipti relaxation
fun tion f for the purpose of improved near-wall behavior.
The PANS ζ − f model [14℄ is given by the following equations:
An improved near-wall modeling in PANS was re ently proposed by [14℄ in the form of the PANS

(also

alled PANS

k − ε − ζ − f ) model.

The PANS

νu = Cµ ζu

ku2
εu




νu ∂ku
ν+
σku ∂xj



2
νu ∂εu
εu
∂εu
∂
∂εu
∗ εu
ν+
= Cε1 Pu
− Cε2
+
+ Uj
∂t
∂xj
ku
ku
∂xj
σεu ∂xj
∂ku
∂ku
∂
= Pu − εu +
+ Uj
∂t
∂xj
∂xj

∗
Cε2
= Cε1 + fk (Cε2 − Cε1 )
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(4)




∂ζu
ζu
ζu
∂
νu ∂ζu
∂ζu
= fu −
Pu +
εu (1 − fk ) +
+ Uj
ν+
∂t
∂xj
ku
ku
∂xj
σζu ∂xj



Pu
2
1
c1 + c2
ζu −
L2u ∇2 fu − fu =
Tu
εu
3
where
and

Tu

Cµ , c1 , c2

onstants

and

Cε2

are equal to 0.22, 0.4, 0.65 and 1.9, respe tively.

is the time s ale dened by using unresolved kineti

Lu

is the length s ale

energy:

"
 3 1/4 #
3/2
 ν 1/2 
ku
ku
ν
Tu = max
; Lu = CL max
, Cτ
, Cη
ε
ε
ε
ε


where

onstants

support the
omputed as

CL

and

Cτ

are equal to 0.36 and 6.0, respe tively. We assume that our numeri al meshes

ontaining s ales and inertial range and hoose fε = 1 (i.e. εu = ε). Cε1 is
√
Cε1 = 1.4(1 + 0.045/ ζ u ). This represents the four-equation PANS ζ − f model with enhan ed
uto in the energy

near-wall attributes.

3.2 Large Eddy Simulation
The governing LES equations are the in ompressible Navier-Stokes and the

ontinuity equations ltered

with the impli it spatial lter of hara teristi width ∆. The lter width, ∆, is dened in this work as
∆ = (∆1 ∆2 ∆3 )1/3 , where ∆i are the omputational ell sizes in three oordinate dire tions. The algebrai
eddy vis osity model originally proposed by [17℄ is used in this paper. The value of Smagorinsky

onstant

Cs = 0.1

previously used for blu-body ows [18℄, ow around a simplied bus [19℄ and generi
ar alled
+
Ahmed body [6℄ is used in this work. Using the Van Driest damping fun tion f = 1 − exp (−n /25) (here,
n+ = nuτ /ν ), wall ee ts are partially taken into a ount by 'damping' length s ale l = Cs ∆ near the walls.

3.3 Numeri al method
PANS and LES equations are dis retized with a

ommer ial nite volume solver, AVL FIRE, to solve

the in ompressible Navier-Stokes equations using a
approximated by a blend of

95%

ollo ated grid arrangement.

entral dieren es of se ond-order a

Conve tive uxes are

ura y and of

5%

upwind dieren es

in LES and se ond-order upwind dieren es in PANS. The time integration is done using the se ond-order
a

urate three-time level Euler s heme. The same numeri al dis retization was previously used for LES of

several blu-body ows ([20℄,[21℄,[22℄,[23℄).

3.4 Boundary onditions
3.4.1 Passive ow ontrol boundary onditions
A uniform velo ity prole,

U∞ = 20

m/s,

onstant in time was used as the inlet boundary

Ahmed body ow in both PANS and LES. The values of

ku

of the vis osity of the unresolved s ales to the kinemati

mole ular vis osity is

for su h a low value of
boundary

νu

and

εu

ondition for the

on the inlet were set su h that the ratio

νu /ν = 0.3.

The motivation

omes from our previous numeri al tests using PANS. The homogeneous Neumann

ondition was used at the downstream boundary. The lateral surfa es and the

as slip surfa es. No-slip boundary

eiling were treated

onditions were used on the surfa e of the body and the

hannel oor.

3.4.2 A tive ow ontrol boundary onditions
The Reynolds number of the D-shaped ow based on the inlet velo ity and the height of the model was
ReH = 2 × 103 for the parametri study and ReH = 2 × 104 for the nal ase. A onstant velo ity prole
was applied at the inlet, while the homogeneous Neumann boundary

no-slip boundary
Harmoni

ondition was used at the outlet. A

ondition was applied on the surfa e of the body and on the upper, lower and lateral walls.

a tuation was applied to ea h slot by imposing a velo ity on the boundary equal to

uA sin(ωA t)(cos(φ)~i + sin(φ)~j),

where

~i

and

~j

are the unit ve tors in the

5

x

and

y

~us =

dire tions, respe tively,

(a)
Figure 5: The

(b)

omputational mesh: (a) side view, (b)zoom of the trip tape and the a tuation slot

φ,

45o ,

in agreement with the experiments. The a tuation amplitude, uA , an
2
oe ient, Cµ = 4suA /HU∞ . The a tuation frequen y
oe ients in the present study were StA = 0.17 and Cµ = 0.015, respe tively.

and the a tuation angle,

was

be derived from the expression for the momentum
and the moment

3.4.3 Computational grids and the resolution of the ow
Computational grids were made using a ICEM-CFD grid generator. A
simulations on several dierent multi-blo k hexahedral
The

omputational grids used for the passive ow

natural and the
omputational

onforming

ontrol of the Ahmed body ow were dierent for the

ontrolled ows. For the natural ow, a
ells was used.

Two dierent

ura y was established by making

omputational grids.

omputational grid of approximately

omputational grids were used for the ow with

16

million

ylindri al

ontaining approximately 18 and 30 million ells. The wall normal resolution of all omputational
y + = 1. The resolution in the streamwise dire tion varied between 50 and 250 wall units. The

roughness,

grids was below

spanwise resolution was between approximately
ow due to the presen e of the

ylinders.

30

and

80

wall units with a wide spread for the

the resolution of this ow. Krajnovi¢ [24℄ showed that the LES of the ow around a nite
requires very ne

ontrolled

As results below show, there is still room for improvement of

omputational grids, and having

16

LES of this ow will require mu h more than the

ylinders in the present

30

million

ir ular

ylinder

onguration the well resolved

ells used in the present simulation.

The

resolution requirements of this ow remain to be investigated in the future.
Three

omputational grids

with a tive ow
most of the

ontaining

3.5, 5.5

ontrol. A grid topology was

omputational

shown in Fig. 5. The same

ells

and

7.5

million nodes were used for the D-shaped body

onstru ted using several O and C grids in order to

omputational grids were used for the natural and the
+

D-shaped body ows. The resolution in the wall-normal dire tion was less than
the streamwise and the spanwise dire tions was around
the medium

14

and

30

ontrolled ows of the

= 1.

The resolution in

omputational grid. Similar values were obtained for the PANS simulations. It is important to
ontrolled

the lo al velo ity of the ow, while the

omputational grid was un hanged.

The time step in all simulations was
of the

y

wall units, respe tively, in the LES on

keep in mind that the resolution of the

99%

on entrate

lose to the body. An example of the grid used for the D-shaped body is

omputation

ase was worse, as the blowing at the rear end in reased

hosen su h to allow for a CFL number lower than 1 in more than

ells during entire simulation time.

4 Results
The

omparison of the predi tions between the LES and the PANS is rst presented. This is followed by the

exploration of the ow

ontrol me hanisms and their inuen e on the ow from the results of the LES.
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4.1 Inuen e of the ow ontrol on drag
The drag redu tion as a result of the passive ow ontrol applied on the Ahmed body is quantied in the
Cd Cdo
o
present work by ∆Cd , dened as ∆Cd = 2
Cd +Cdo , where Cd and Cd are the time-averaged drag oe ients
of the natural and
by Pujals et al.

ontrolled ow, respe tively. The same quantity was

[1℄.

The time histories of the drag

omputed in the experimental work

oe ients for the LES and the PANS predi tions

are presented in Fig. 6. Both the absolute values of the drag

oe ients and the dieren e between the

natural and the ontrolled ows oe ients is dierent between the LES and the PANS. We nd that
∆CdLES = 11.7% and ∆CdP AN S = 4%. The value obtained in the experiments by Pujals et al. [1℄ was
EXP
= 10% whi h is lose to the present LES predi tion. Unfortunately, no absolute values of
around ∆Cd
the drag

oe ients are reported for this Reynolds number, and therefore only the drag redu tion

oe ient

is

ompared between the experimental and the numeri al studies. The predi tion of the ow around an
o
Ahmed body with an angle of the rear slanted surfa e of 25 has earlier been studied using various numeri al
te hniques su h as steady and unsteady RANS, deta hed eddy simulations (DES), PANS and LES. The ow
produ ed by this geometry is known to

ontain a high level of unsteadiness above the rear slanted surfa e,

resulting in high levels of turbulent kineti

energy. The ow that separated at the start of the slanted surfa e

later reatta hes on the slanted surfa e, and this feature has proven to be di ult to predi t with all the
numeri al te hniques des ribed above ex ept the LES. The reason for the failure in the predi tion of this
ow with RANS or hybrid te hniques su h as DES is found in inadequa y of the turbulen e modeling to
deal with the
(using

k−ε

ompli ated ow pro ess in the separated wake ow of the body. Although the initial PANS

turbulen e model) predi tion by Basara et al. [13℄ showed a better predi tion of the ow than

previous DES or RANS, the dieren es between the PANS ow and the experiments were still signi ant.
The present PANS predi tions, although using a dierent RANS model (ζ

− f)

as a basis, are no ex eption

and prove that the RANS near-wall modeling of this ow is probably not a good idea.
Figure 7 shows

omparisons of the LES and the PANS predi tions of the ow around the rear end of

the Ahmed body. As in the previous predi tion at dierent Reynolds number, the present LES produ ed a
reatta hment of the ow on the rear slanted surfa e in the natural ow (Fig. 7a). The PANS on the other
hand resulted in a large separation bubble on the slanted surfa e that

overs the entire length of the slant.

Thus the PANS predi tion is dierent from the experimental observations and further usage of PANS for
predi tion of the ow hange on the slanted surfa e with ow

ontrol is not trustworthy. Figure 7d shows that

the separation bubble on the slanted surfa e be omes thinner in the PANS predi tion of the a tuated ow.
As a result of that, the angle of the ow falling down above the slanted surfa e in the near wake is

hanged

and the near wake is elongated. This is the same phenomenon as observed in the experimental investigation
by Pujals et al. [1℄ but the position and size of the ow stru tures in the experiments were dierent from
those in the PANS observations. The LES predi tion of the a tuated ow shown in Fig. 7b produ es a mu h
thinner separation bubble on the slanted surfa e, and the near-wake separation bubble is elongated. This
is the desired

onsequen e of the ow

ontrol strategy applied here, as an elongated near-wake separation
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a)

b)

)

d)

Figure 7: Streamlines proje ted onto the symmetry plane: a) LES natural ow b) LES
PANS natural ow and d) PANS

ontrolled ow,

)

ontrolled ow.

a)

b)

Figure 8: Parti le tra es on the rear slanted surfa e from the present LES: a) natural ow b)

ontrolled ow.

bubble results in higher surfa e pressure on the verti al base of the Ahmed body.
The predi ted LES parti le tra es on the rear slanted surfa e are shown in Fig. 8 for the natural and
the

ontrolled ows. As known from previous experimental observations and LES predi tions, the main ow

features

onsist of the trailing vorti es and the separation bubble on the slanted surfa e. The imprint of these

ow stru tures is visible in both the natural and the

ontrolled ows with dieren es in sizes and positions.

Krajnovi¢ and Davidson [7℄ showed that the separation bubble on the slanted surfa e has another very thin
separation region just under it dire tly after the sharp edge between the roof and the slanted surfa e. The
two parallel lines (so

alled bifur ation lines) below the upper sharp edge in Fig. 8a indi ate the lo ation

of this stru ture in the natural ow. This region is

onsiderably redu ed in the a tuated ow in Fig. 8b.

Furthermore, the imprint of the main separation region on the slanted surfa e has a more triangular shape
in the

ontrolled ow as

ompared to a more half- ir ular shape in the natural ow.

The experimental

observation by Pujals et al. [1℄ showed that this separation bubble is perhaps even more suppressed, and it
is hardly visible in their observations. It is possible that the a tuated ow in the present LES is not fully
resolved and that further renement of the

omputational resolution is required for nal

on lusions about

the ow stru tures in the a tuated ow.
Pujals et al. [1℄ used the near-wall PIV to measure the ow in a plane lo ated 1 mm from the slanted
surfa e. The velo ity eld from their measurements is

ompared with the results of the present LES in Fig.

9. Note, however, that the legend s ale in the experiments and the LES is not identi al. The experimental
gures show the re ir ulation bubble in the natural ow. The

ontrol ow in the experiments does not show

any ba kow in Fig. 9b indi ating that the re ir ulation bubble is suppressed in the experiment. The natural
ow in the present LES (Fig. 9 ) is in good agreement with the natural ow in the experiment. The ow
resulting from the LES of the

ontrolled ow shows a

8

lear region of ba kow (although smaller than in the

a)

b)

)

d)

Y /k = 0.08 above the slanted surfa e. The ow is from top
U/U∞ (U∞ is denoted Ue in the experimental label). Note that the

Figure 9: Time-averaged streamline velo ity at
to bottom. The surfa e is

olored with

olor s ale is not identi al in the LES and the experiments. a) Natural ow (experiment), b)
(experiment),

) natural ow (LES) and d)

ontrolled ow (LES)

9

ontrolled ow
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Figure 10: Comparison of the surfa e pressure
ow (experiment), b)

oe ient

ontrolled ow (experiment),

Cp

on the slanted surfa e of the model. a) Natural

) natural ow (LES) and d)
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ontrolled ow (LES).
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Figure 11: Comparison of the surfa e pressure

−0.1

−0.05

Cp
Cp

oe ient

between the natural ow (solid line) and the

ontrolled ow (dashed line) on the a) slanted surfa e and the b) rear fa e of the body. The prols are shown
for

y = 0.

natural ow).

As a result of the re ir ulation region, the streamwise velo ity distribution on the slanted

surfa e is dierent in the

ontrolled ow in the LES as

ompared to the experimental ow. The wall pressure

distribution on the slanted surfa e is shown in Fig. 10. The natural ow

ontains two regions of low surfa e

pressure indi ating the lo ation of the re ir ulation bubble and the trailing vortex. The main inuen e of the
ow

ontrol is to de rease the size of the region of the low surfa e pressure under the re ir ulation bubble.

Furthermore, in the

ontrolled ow, the surfa e pressure under the separation bubble, is redistributed so

that it is rst de reased downstream of the position
of

Cp

x=0

and then in reased. These trends in the

in the experimental observations (Fig 10a and b) are also found in the LES predi tions (Fig. 10

d). The inuen e of the ow

hange
and

ontrol on the surfa e pressure under the trailing vorti es seems to be small in

the experimental observations. The LES results show some in rease in the surfa e pressure in the region of
the trailing vorti es as a result of the ow
where a

ontrol. A more detailed

omparison between the LES of the natural and

the body (z

= 0)

Cp

is shown in Fig. 10,

for the slanted surfa e in Fig. 10a and for the verti al base surfa e in Fig. 10b.

A more detailed
natural and the

hange of the

ontrolled ows is shown in the symmetry plane of

hange of the

Cp

is shown in Fig.

11, where a

omparison between the LES of the

ontrolled ows is shown in the symmetry plane of the body (z

= 0)

for the slanted surfa e

in Fig. 11a and for the verti al base surfa e in Fig. 11b. As previously seen in Fig. 10, the surfa e pressure
oe ient at the beginning of the slant is lower in the natural ow than in the
re overy in the
at lo ation
of the ow

ontrolled ow is faster in the

x = 0.0265

ontrolled one. The pressure

ontrolled ow, however, leading to a higher surfa e pressure

m, whi h is similar to the experimental observation (Pujals et al. [1℄). The inuen e

ontrol on the surfa e pressure of the verti al base in Fig.

oe ient by approximately

∆Cp = 0.04.

11b is an in rease of the pressure

These results show that the passive ow

ontrol applied here has

a bene ial inuen e on the surfa e pressure on both the slanted surfa e and the base of the model.
The inuen e of the ow

ontrol on the trailing vorti es was explored and is shown in Fig. 12, where the

trailing vortex is followed along the slanted surfa e and the near wake. Figure 12a shows that the natural ow
ontains two regions with distin t streamwise vorti ity, in the region of the re ir ulation region (blue) and
in the trailing vortex (red). The ow

ontrol suppresses the re ir ulation region, indi ated by the absen e

of the strong negative vorti ity here. Furthermore, the trailing vortex is shifted up in the

ontrolled ow.

This displa ement of the trailing vortex is visible all the way to the rear end of the slanted surfa e (Fig. 12
b). The position of the trailing vortex in the near wake (Fig. 12

) is shifted down, and the strength of the

vortex is somewhat redu ed.

4.2 Vorti es generated by the ylindri al roughness
The formation of the large-s ale
the streamwise vorti ity.

oherent streamwise streaks is illustrated in Fig.

This gure shows that the streaks are formed behind the

downstream on the roof all the way to the slanted surfa e.

11

13 as isosurfa es of
ylinder and extend

a)

b)

)

12
Figure 12: Planes of the streamwise vorti ity

x = 0.1m,

b)

x = 0.2m

and

)

x = 0.25m.

omponent

ωx

( olor) and velo ity ve tors at lo ations a)

View from behind the model. The natural and the

ows are shown on the left and the right sides, respe tively.

ontrolled

PSfrag repla ements
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Figure 13: Large-s ale

ωx = 400

and

Figure 14: Large-s ale
is

oherent trailing vorti es. Two iso-surfa es of the streamwise vorti ity

ωx = −400.

Flow is from left to right. The bla k lines represent the vortex

oherent trailing vorti es on the roof of the model 6 mm above the surfa e. The plane

olored with the time-averaged streamwise velo ity,

U/U∞ .

The ow is from left to right.

Figure 14 shows a time-averaged streamwise velo ity in a plane lo ated downstream of the
mm above the roof. The ow is strongly ae ted by the presen e of the
(warm

olors) and low-speed ( old

ylinders. The

ylinders and

6

ylinders whi h results in high-speed

olors) streaks.

A more detailed analysis of the streaks
the

omponent

ores.

an be seen in Fig. 15, whi h shows several planes downstream of

ombination of the streamwise vorti ity

omponent,

ωx ,

and the velo ity ve tors in these

planes illustrates the stru tures of the vorti es.
This gure shows that three dierent regions

an be identied in the wake of the

ylinders. The rst

region is the near wake, where the streamwise vorti es are generated as shown in Figs. 15a and b. Six regions
of strong vorti ity are visible at lo ation

x = −0.001mm,

showing the streamwise vorti es in the near wake

and the legs of the horse-shoe vortex near the ground plane. The longitudinal vorti es are already visible at

x = −0.042mm.

They grow in strength in Fig. 15 , at the same time as the streamwise vorti es de ay. The

streaks are strong at approximately

x = −0.101mm

but are no longer visible at

x = −0.111mm.

4.3 Predi tion of the a tive ow ontrol
4.3.1 Global ow parameters
The global ow parameters are examined rst. The drag
omputed by the PANS method are

oe ients and Strouhal number (St

= f H/U∞ )

ompared with LES and experimental results, shown in Table 1. On the

13

a)

b)

)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 15:

omegax , at: a) x = −0.001mm,
x = −0.101mm and f ) x = −0.111mm

Planes of the streamwise vorti ity,

x = −0.061mm,

d)

x = −0.081mm,

e)

14

b)

x = −0.041mm,

)

Table 1: Comparisons of drag oe ients and Strouhal number. M1 means the oarse mesh with about
3.0 × 106 nodes, M2 means the medium mesh with about 5.5 × 106 nodes and M3 means the ne mesh with
6
about 7.5 × 10 nodes. NAT means the natural ase and CON means the ontrolled ase.
PANS -M1

PANS -M2

PANS -M3

LES study [3℄

Experiment [8℄

NAT

CON

NAT

CON

NAT

CON

NAT

CON

NAT

St

0.35

0.17&0.35

0.35

0.17&0.34

0.35

0.17&0.35

0.31

0.17&0.31

0.23-0.25

-

C̄D
∆C̄D (%)

0.93

0.86

1.00

0.90

1.00

0.85

1.02

0.92

0.98

0.83

-

7.5

-

10.0

-

15.0

-

9.8

-

15.3

(a)
Figure 16: Time history of the drag

(b)

shows a harmoni

oe ient for the

( )

oe ient on the medium mesh (M2): (a) previous LES study, (b)

the present PANS method for the natural (upper
history of the drag

urve) and

ontrolled ows (lower

urve), ( ) partial time

ontrolled ow by the present PANS method. The dash-dotted

fun tion with a frequen y of

fA

ne mesh, the PANS method predi ts mean drag

orresponding to the a tuation frequen y of

oe ients of 1.00 and 0.85 for natural and

respe tively, i.e. a de rease of about 15% in the mean drag is obtained by ow
quite

CON

urve

Stact = 0.17.

ontrolled ow,

ontrol a tuation, whi h is

lose to the experimental data of 15.3%. On the medium mesh, the PANS method predi ts a de rease

of 10% in the mean drag whi h is
The individual drag

lose to the previous LES result of 9.8% with the same mesh resolution.

oe ients of the natural and

agree well with experimental data, and all are

ontrolled

ases by PANS on the medium and ne meshes

loser to the experimental data than in previous LES studies.

Overall, the PANS method better predi ts results of global drag than LES on the same medium mesh. The
a

ura y of the drag predi tions by the PANS method de reases on the

oarse mesh. However, a de rease

of 7.5% in the drag was still predi ted. Note that the total number of nodes in the
54.5% of that of the medium mesh, whi h means that the
mesh. Considering this, the PANS method performs a

oarse mesh is mu h

eptably even on the

oarse mesh. In the natural

ase, the PANS method exhibits a proportional behavior for predi ting the drag
resolution; this is not true for the
in the

ontrolled

ontrolled

oe ient with the mesh

ase. There are two dominant frequen ies of the vortex shedding

ase (see the Strouhal number results in Table 1), whi h means the

omplex than the natural ow. It is thus more di ult to a
natural

oarse mesh is about

oarser than the medium

urately predi t the

ontrolled ow is more

ontrolled

ase than the

ase.

The time history of the drag

oe ient by the PANS method on the medium mesh is shown in Fig. 16,

in luding the results of the LES study on the same mesh [3℄. It

an be seen that the shapes of both

urves in

the present PANS model are quite similar to those in the LES study. The power spe tra densities (PSD) of
the drag and lift signals were

omputed for both the natural and the

number in Table 1 are based on the PSD of drag signals

ontrolled

ase. Results of the Strouhal

onsistent with the LES study in [3℄. It

an be

seen from the results of the Strouhal number in Table 1 that PANS on all the three meshes predi t a larger
dominant frequen y in the natural ow than in experiments, while they are quite

15

lose to the LES predi tion.

5 Con lusion and Future Work
The aim of the present paper was to investigate the
LES and PANS, to predi t ows around generi

apabilities of two time-dependent numeri al te hniques,

vehi le bodies with ow

ontrol te hniques were explored, and both pose

ontrol. Both passive and a tive ow

hallenges for the numeri al predi tion. LES is a te hnique

that has proven to be reliable in vehi le-like blu-body ow predi tions [25, 19, 6, 26, 27, 22, 20, 23, 21℄.
However, as the quality of the LES predi tion is strongly dependent on the resolution of the near-wall ow
5
stru tures, the Reynolds number used in the LES simulation was moderate (up to approximately 4 × 10

based on the height of the body and the inlet velo ity). The idea behind the development of PANS was to

over ome the Reynolds number limitation. Although the PANS has been shown to be superior to the LES
for some ow predi tions when

oarse (read aordable)

omputational grids are used, the trend is not

lear

for general blu body ows. The predi tion of the blu-body ows studied here is known to be hallenging
o
even without ow ontrol. The ow around the Ahmed body with the slanted surfa e at 25 has been shown
to be parti ularly di ult to predi t when the turbulen e model is used (either in pure RANS simulations or
hybrid RANS-LES approa hes (su h as DES)). Unfortunately, the PANS approa h also has problems with
the predi tion of this ow that are probably related to the RANS modeling in the near-wall region.
The ow
passive ow
ow. The

ontrol pro esses studied in the present paper

ompli ate the problem of ow predi tion. The

ontrol devi es used on the Ahmed body are blu bodies with their own regions of separated

ylindri al shape of the ow

ex ept on the top of the

ontrol devi es results in a separation dened by the pressure gradient

ylinders, where the separation o

urs at the sharp edge. Although su h ows

an

be predi ted with both LES and PANS, there are great resolution requirements, and, having 16 su h bodies
in the ow, the required
a tive ow

omputer eort for good predi tion be omes very large. On the other hand, the

ontrol studied here aims to inuen e shear-layer instabilities. This is a sensitive physi al pro ess,

and its predi tion requires the resolution of relatively small turbulent s ales. The a tuation applied in the
present work,

onsisting of periodi

in the region of a tuation.
and the

The

blowing and su tion, leads to a large

hange in the lo al ow velo ity

omputational grids and the time steps were un hanged in the natural

ontrolled ows in the present work, whi h led to large variation of the ow resolution in the ow

regions where the boundary layers separate and form shear layers. Unfortunately, these regions are of great
importan e for the ow studied here. Previous work by Krajnovi¢ and Fernandes [3℄ showed that, despite
the redu ed a

ura y of the a tuated ow due to the usage of an identi al

apable of providing an a

omputational grid, the LES was

urate predi tion. The present PANS simulations show that the results are less

sensitive to numeri al resolution than LES. This is an en ouraging result as it shows that PANS may have
the

apa ity to over ome LES problems with overwhelming resolution requirements.
The results of the present work

on erning the

apabilities of the LES and PANS to predi t ow

ontrolled

ows around vehi le-like bodies should be seen as initial attempts to use these te hniques for ow ontrol
o
appli ations. Only LES seems to be apable of predi ting the Ahmed body ow with a 25 slanted surfa e.
The introdu tion of the ow
of rening the

ontrol devi es substantially in reases the resolution requirements, and the task

omputational grid and proving the

in rease of the Reynolds number for this
rea h of existing

omputer

onvergen e of the LES results for this

ase remain. An

ase to the operational speeds of ground vehi les is still geyond the

apabilities. The a tive ow

ontrol

ase seems to be the easier task for predi tion

by both LES and PANS. The reason for this is in the two-dimensionality of the geometry, leading to only
two shear layers. The good news is that PANS seems to work well using rather
It remains to be investigated wheather higher Reynolds numbers
approa h on aordable

omputational grids.

geometries with a tive ow

ourse

omputational grids.

an be predi ted with the present PANS

Furthermore, PANS simulations of fully three-dimensional

ontrol remain to be tested.
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